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Since May 2002, more than seven sub projects have been initiated in the MFI project and some other study projects are now on the process. In the MDR project, some new sub projects were on the process.

To avoid overlap and duplication of work, a study project should be initiated in SC32WG2 to:
(1) Clarify the WG2 future work in metadata standards,
(2) Define the required focus for Metadata and Metamodel Registries,
(3) Define the approach for harmonizing MFI and MDR standards,
(4) Suggest updates to ISO/IEC 11179-6:Registration to make it useful for registration in ISO/IEC19763,
(5) Review future work for current active projects for standards and technical reports with attention to their alignment with industry vision.

Study Project Leader: Horiuchi
Study Period: June 2009 ~ May 2010.